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Abstract
Complexity behind physical phenomena of supercritical and transcritical jet flows, still leaves an
ambiguous understanding of such widespread technology, with applications ranging from diesel
and liquid rocket engines to gas turbines. In this present numerical study, a new open-source
CFD model construction is presented and validated using a liquid-rocket benchmark comprised
of liquid-oxygen (LOX) and gaseous-hydrogen (H2) streams. Mixing process of liquid oxygenhydrogen streams under liquid rocket engine (LRE) relevant conditions is scrutinized using the
pressure-based solution framework implemented in the versatile computation platform OpenFOAM. The model accounts for real fluid thermodynamics and transport properties, making use
of the cubic Peng-Robinson equation of state (PR-EOS) and the Chung transport model. The
solver capability to capture the mixing layer between the two separated streams is discussed as
well as its capability to predict with adequate accuracy the thermophysical quantities. Following
the thorough validation, a comparison of the contribution of the accurate laminar transport properties vs. the large eddy simulation (LES) subgrid scale (sgs) turbulent values is conducted in
order to assess the relative importance of the turbulent viscosity. By means of an assessment
of the pressure-based numerical framework with available data in the literature, this work contributes to a better understanding of well resolved simulations. In addition, it enables the further
development of a real fluid pressure-based multi-species solver as an open-source code.
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Introduction
Modern high-performance propulsion and transportation devices from rocket engines to diesel
engines involve injections occurring at high pressure. For liquid-fueled rocket engines, this
translates to propellants injected at a super- or trans-critical state, i.e., at pressures above the
critical pressure of the fluid and temperatures close to or below the critical temperature. In this
context, such situations come with changes in the physical characteristics and behaviour compared to classical sub-critical injection and fluid properties are highly influenced by changes
in temperature. Fluid behaviour deviates from the ideal gas as the assumption of negligible
molecule volume does not hold anymore and also there is a diminution of the surface tension [1]. Besides, as the fluid undergoes the transcritical path, it crosses the pseudo-boiling
line along which some thermodynamic properties (heat capacity, thermal expansion coefficient,
isothermal compressibility) are at their maxima. Hence, detailed understanding of these complex operating conditions is crucial. Many theoretical and experimental studies have been
conducted over the years regarding high pressures flows: from Mayer and Tamura [2] that
conducted experimental visualizations of supercritical injection and mixing processes of Liquid
Oxygen (LOX) and Gaseous Hydrogen (H2) to Habiballah et al. [3] and their investigations on
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the differences of flame structure in sub- and super-critical regimes with Mascotte benchmark
test case. Experiments of a cold supercritical nitrogen jet that is injected into an ambient temperature nitrogen environment were also conducted by Mayer et al. [4]. Further experiments
regarding inert binary injection and mixing processes were presented by Oschwald et al. [5].
Both studies underline that the prevailing physical phenomena change when the operating pressure exceeds the critical point. Even though, those works have allowed to make remarkable
progress in order to gain deeper insight into such complex phenomena, still limited information
can be captured through experiments. This has motivated the growing efforts towards modeling
studies of trans-critical and super-critical flows. Several works have been carried out to mimic
Mayer et al. experiments: like in [6] or in [7] where the role of sgs model were investigated for
a jet of cryogenic nitrogen or in [8] which among their results provides an analysis of the heat
transport phenomena within a three dimensional Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). Reitz and
co-workers focused on a thermodynamic analysis of the mixtures states [9]. The group of J.
Bellan [10, 11] has extensively studied shear layers in a supercritical environment using both
(DNS) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES). Similar works have also been reported in [12, 13].
On the other hand, numerical studies are also subjected to challenges. The difficulties arise
mainly from real-gas effects that strongly influence these processes, leading to non-linearities
of the thermodynamic system and thereby non-physical oscillations of the pressure which can
severely impact the accuracy. It has been therefore the main focus of many researchers to
develop numerical strategies in order to achieve both stability and accuracy [7, 14–18].
This present study follows previous works carried out in [19] to simulate multicomponent mixture
species spray mixing processes with real-fluid thermophysical properties on both cryogenic and
non-cryogenic fuel injections. However, here the thermophysical models have been modified
to incorporate more convenient mixing rules. It is then one of the main objective of this work to
make further validations of the pressure-based framework with available data in the literature.
In fact, Ruiz et al. [20] provides a comprehensive data set with a benchmark test case at highReynolds-number supercritical flow with large density gradients. The case consists of a two
dimensional DNS of LOX-H2 streams mixing layer separated by an injector lip and is taken up
by Ma et al. in [16] among other test cases to validate the robustness of the proposed entropy
stable hybrid scheme or by Lacaze et al. [17] that reproduce the same configuration to address
an extensive comparison of three numerical approaches based on different formulations of the
transported properties. Furthermore, LES results are also presented in the present numerical
study to characterize the influence of the filtering approach on the mixing prediction and to
assess the relative importance of the turbulent viscosity vs. the real-fluid laminar one.
Case Setup
As aforementioned, the benchmark case proposed in [20] is reproduced in the present work
and it is represented in Figure 1 with the boundary conditions. Under LRE relevant conditions
with a pressure set at 100 bar, this case is representative of cryogenic coaxial rocket combustor
and has been widely studied [18, 21–24].
An injector lip with a height of h = 0.5 mm separates the two streams of high speed GH2
in the surroundings and dense LOX in the centre. The computational domain consists of a
two dimensional domain of 15h x 10h where the area of interest is limited axially to 10h from
the splitter face and the remaining region of 5h is a sponge layer used to deal with pressure
oscillations eventually due to the outlet. A grid convergence study is shown in [20]. Even
though, the mesh with 250 grid points along the splitter is chosen in the reference work [20],
this present study follows [16, 17] by adopting a coarser mesh with a uniform grid spacing of
∆x/h = ∆y/h = 100. It has been demonstrated to not having noticeable differences with respect
to the finer meshes presented in [20]. Similarly to [16], this resolution is applied for the region
up to 10h in the x-direction and 1.5h on both sides of the lip center in the y-direction while the
remaining part of the domain is stretched using a factor of 1.02 in the transverse direction.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the case geometry and boundary conditions.

In addition, the inlet velocities profiles in both streams follow a 1/7 power law. It is noteworthy to
mention that the Reynolds numbers are respectively ReO2 = 50,000 and ReH2 = 200,000 based
on the splitter height and the injections velocities; while the density ratio is on the order of 80.
An adiabatic no-slip wall is applied at the injector lip whereas the top and the bottom are treated
as adiabatic slip walls and a Dirichlet pressure boundary is imposed at the outlet. DNS and
LES cases are then considered in the present study.
Model description
Governing equations
The governing equations of a fully conservative homogeneous, multicomponent and compressible non reacting two phase flow which are the mass, momentum, energy and species conservation equations, are respectively summarized below:
∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρU) = 0
∂t

(1)

∂ρU
+ ∇ · (ρUU) = ∇ · (−pI + τ )
∂t

(2)

∂(ρhT )
∂p
+ ∇ · (ρhT U) =
+ ∇ · (U · τ ) − ∇ · q
∂t
∂t

(3)

∂(ρYi )
+ ∇ · (ρYi U) = −∇ · Ji
∂t

(4)

where ρ is the density, U is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, Yi refers to the mass fraction
of species i, Ji is the species diffusion flux of species i, τ is the viscous stress tensor, and q is
the heat flux. The energy equation is expressed in terms of total enthalpy with hT = h + 1/2U2 .
The viscous stresses are deduced as for the classical compressible Newtonian fluid model.
Contributions of the species diffusion with different enthalpies are neglected when evaluating
the heat fluxes using the Fourier’s law. Mass diffusion fluxes are modeled using Fick’s law.
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Thermophysical models
To evaluate the thermodynamic fluid properties under supercritical pressure, the Peng-Robinson
cubic equation of state (PR-EOS) is used and reads as follows for a mixture m
p(v, T ) =

RT
am
− 2
v − bm v + 2bm v − b2m

(5)

where v is the molar volume, bm is the effective molecular volume, am is the attractive force
between molecules, R is the gas constant. For multicomponent mixtures, the coefficients am
and bm depend on the critical properties and are calculated using the widely used one-fluid
mixture concept with the classical combination rules given by:

P P
 am = P i j xi xj aij ;
(6)
b = i xi bi ;
√ √
 m
aij = (1 − kij ) ai aj ,
where xi refers to the molar fraction of the species i and kij to the binary interaction parameter
between the species i and j. The above parameters are defined as follows for a species i:
"
2
R2 Tc,i
RTc,i
ai = 0.455724
αi , bi = 0.07780
, αi = 1 + ci
Pc,i
Pc,i

s
1−

T
Tc,i

!#2
(7)

with

ci =

0.37464 + 1.54226ωi − 0.26992ωi2
if ωi ≤ 0.5
0.3796 + 1.485ωi − 0.1644ωi2 + 0.01667ωi3 otherwise.

(8)

Here and for the remaining part of this work, the subscript "c" refers to the critical condition and
ωi indicates the acentric factor of the species i. It should be noted that different mixing rules
and combining rules are applied in [19] which are based on the linear blend Kay’s rule. The
critical properties used within the scope of this current study is summarized in Table 1.
As mentioned previously, with increasing pressure, intermolecular forces are now playing role in
the process. Thermodynamic states no longer depend only on temperature, as for the idealized
fluids, but also on pressure. The departure formalism are then introduced to determine mixture
caloric properties. The latter is expressed as the sum of the ideal gas contribution calculated
at the desired temperature and at low reference pressure, and the dense fluid correction which
incorporates the pressure effects, also known as departure function. The departure function for
the enthalpy h for a given temperature and pressure, for example, can be written as follows:

 #
Z p"
∂v
h(p, T ) = h0 (p, T ) +
v−T
dp,
(9)
∂T p
p0
where the subscript "0’ refers to the ideal reference state (at p0 = 1bar) and is calculated
using the standard 9-coefficients NASA polynomials. On the other hand, the integral part is the
departure function which is evaluated from the EOS. Hence, it yields as follows for a mixture m:

hm (p, T ) − h0,m (p, T ) = pvm − RT +

1
√

2bm

√ #

"
∂am
vm + bm (1 − 2)
√
am − T
∂T
2
vm + bm (1 + 2)

(10)
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Transport Properties
Chung’s correlations with high pressure correction are implemented to evaluate the dynamic
viscosity µ and the thermal conductivity κ. The approaches for dilute gas derived from The
Chapman-Enskog Theory are extended to fluids at high pressure by adding correlated functions
of density and temperature.
The mixture dynamic viscosity is then estimated as follows:
µm = µ∗m

36.344(Mm Tc,m )2

(11)

Vc,m 2/3

where Mm is the mixture molecular weight, Vc,m and Tc,m refer respectively to critical volume
T ∗ 1/2
and the critical temperature of the mixture, and also µ∗m = m (Fc,m [(G2 )1/2 + E6 ym ]) + µ∗∗ ,
Ωv,m
ρVc,m ∗
T
4
ym =
, and finally Fc,m = 1 − 0.2756ωm + 0.059035ηm
+ cm .
, T = 1.2593
6
Tc,m
The parameter E6 is among the constant parameters (from E1 to E10 ) that are linear function of
the acentric factors ωi and functions of constants given in [25]. These parameters are then used
to define the remaining terms in the expression of µ∗m which are developed in details in [25].
Furthermore, the mixture properties indicated by the subscript "m" are evaluated following the
combination rules detailed in [25]. This counts also among the modifications made to the model
introduced in [19] where similar molar weighted averages based mixing rules as for the EOS
are used. The thermal conductivity is evaluated following the same principle as for the dynamic
viscosity and as given by Chung et al. [25]. Besides, with this parameter Fc,m , this method gives
a good prediction for a wide variety of fluid states accounting for the shape and the polarities of
the fluid.
Implementation
The above models accounting for real fluid thermodynamics are therefore incorporated within
a solver named realFluidReactingFoam, based on PIMPLE algorithm, which is a pressurebased segregated approach combining SIMPLE and PISO. To deal with the non-linearity of the
equation of state that leads to a rapid and large variation of the density, the pressure equation
is therefore adapted following the example of [15], by introducing a linear expression of the
density derived through the Taylor expansion. Furthermore, to ensure a strong coupling of the
governing equations, the update of the enthalpy and the thermodynamic properties is moved
to be after the first momentum predictor step. For the time discretisation, the first order Euler
scheme is used and as for both advection and diffusion, second order accurate Gauss limitedlinear schemes are adopted. Further details about the solver can be found in [19, 26]. It should
also be noted that the current approach does not consider phase change; but instead the
adiabatic mixing temperature, also called frozen temperature, is calculated.
Table 1. Critical properties of Hydrogen and Oxygen.

species

Pc [bar]

Tc [K]

ωi

H2
O2

13
50.45

157.6
33.2

0.0025
−0.218

Turbulence Model
For LES simulations, the sgs viscosity νt is modeled using the one-equation eddy viscosity
model.
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That is, a transport equation is solved for sgs kinetic energy ksgs :


3/2
∂(ρksgs ) ∂(ρuj ksgs )
∂ksgs
∂
ρksgs
−
ρ (ν + νt )
= −ρτij S ij − C
+
,
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∆

(5)

where τij = −2νt S ij +2/3ksgs δij is the subgrid scale stress tensor and S ij refers to the resolved
scale strain rate tensor; ∆ denotes the length scale and C is a model constant.
The turbulent viscosity is then obtained using ksgs as follows
1/2
νt = Ck ksgs
∆

(12)

where Ck refers to another model constant.
Results and discussion
To assess the simulations results, comparison with those from the conservative approach proposed in [20] are presented. To recall, Ruiz et al. [20] propose two solvers which are based on
conservative and non-conservative approach. As reported in [20], the steady state is normally
reached after 1.25 ms, the equivalent of 10 flow-through times (10 FTT). Figure 2 shows the instantaneous flow fields of axial velocity, transverse velocity, pressure and density. The present
numerical solution is able to capture the three large vortical structures in the velocity fields,
expected within x/h = 10, as well as the steep density gradient. Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanisms
generate the initial eddies in the hydrogen downstream, at the top corner of the lip. These structures with the interfacial instabilities lead to the larger vortical elements in the oxygen stream.
The “comb-like” or “finger-like” structures that have been described in many experimental studies of transcritical flows under LRE relevant conditions [2,5,27], are also observed in the density
field (see Figure 2c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. Instantaneous fields of axial and transverse velocities,density and pressure for the DNS case (from top
to bottom and from left to right), at 1.25 ms.

The contour plots of the temperature field and hydrogen mass fraction along with the corresponding scatter plot with respect to the hydrogen mass fraction are shown in Figure 3. Results
are in a good agreement with the simulations presented in [17] for both the energy based (EB)
and the enthalpy based (HB) approaches. Figure 3c, in addition to the CFD scatter data, also
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includes phase boundaries from off-line vapor-liquid-equilibrium (VLE) calculations and the adiabatic frozen temperature profile, as references. The comparison clearly shows that, indeed,
the oxygen goes through a transcritical thermodynamic process. Additionally, to make further
assessments, comparison of statistics collected over time for axial velocity, transverse velocity,
pressure, density, temperature, and oxygen mass fraction for both DNS and LES are presented
in Figure 4. These mean and root-mean-square statistics (rms) are obtained after 15 FTT and
are taken at various axial locations, namely at x/h = 1, 3, 5 and 7.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Instantaneous fields of hydrogen mass fractions, temperature and scatter plot of temperature versus
mass-fraction of hydrogen, at 1.25 ms

Overall, there are good agreements with the general trends of the reference works [17, 20] like
the asymmetry observed in the rms profiles that broaden towards the hydrogen stream from
x/h = 3 to x/h = 7. The mean axial velocity profiles shown in Figure 4a are almost identical for
the two solvers. However, for the mean transverse velocity profiles, some discrepancies are
noted for both DNS and LES cases compared to the results in [20] at x/h = 1 and 3, where the
transverse velocity is negative due to the recirculation in the wake of the splitter . Nevertheless,
the proposed solver is able to capture the upward velocity on the right side at x/h = 5 as well as
the increase of the rms velocity on the oxygen side and its decrease starting at the lip which
indicate the growth of the mixing-layer thickness (Figure 4c and 4d).
Figure 4e and 4f show respectively the mean and the rms pressure profiles where DNS and
LES results are compared to those of the EB approach in [17]. The mean pressure profile is
in good agreement between the different approaches, however the DNS case demonstrates
less pressure fluctuations in the oxygen stream. Lacaze et al. attribute the larger pressure
oscillations of the EB approach compared to the other cases, to acoustic oscillations in the
gradient region. It is worth noting that a longer sponge layer of 15h is used in [17] which may
also explain the pressure variations between the two solvers. For the density, the temperature
and the oxygen mass fraction, both the mean and the rms profiles agree closely with the reference data. For instance, fluctuations up to y/h = -1.5 on the oxygen stream and y/h = 3.5 on the
hydrogen side are observed at x/h = 7 in the oxygen rms profiles for the proposed numerical
approach and the reference work (Figure 4l).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

That is to say, not only the development of the mixing layer towards the hydrogen stream is
well captured by the current solver but also the thermophysical characteristics of the flow are
adequately described. The LES case appears to not have important influence on the mean
profiles for any variable, whereas the rms profiles are in general closer to the reference.
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(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 4. Transverse cuts of mean (left) and rms (right) axial, transverse velocity, pressure, density, temperature
and oxygen mass fraction

Figure 5. Evolution of the mixing layer thickness in the axial direction

These aforementioned observations are consistent with the evolution of the mixing layer thickness δY in the axial direction presented in Figure 5. The evaluation of the mixing layer thickness
at the given location is based on the oxygen mass fraction using 1% and 5% thresholds. In other
words, the distance between where YO2 = 0.99 (or YO2 = 0.95) and YO2 = 0.01 (respectively
YO2 = 0.05) are then evaluated. Lastly, in the following, the impact of the sgs modeling is
developed. The evolution of the Reynolds normal (xx, yy) and shear (xy) stresses along the
y-direction is presented at different axial distances, in Figure 6. Noticeable differences are
obtained between the DNS and the LES cases on the resolved Reynolds stresses for the same
computational domain, probably due to insufficient time averaging. The peaks of the Reynolds
stresses decay and the profiles broaden toward the positive y side as the flow transition from
the wake of the splitter to the mixing layer, hence as the turbulence starts to develop.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Influence of sgs modeling on the Reynolds stresses

Figure 7 shows the various contributions to viscosity. Molecular levels, either in DNS or LES,
are clearly very similar (Figures 7a and 7b). In Figure 7c high values of modeled turbulent
viscosity in LES are mostly observed in the recirculation zone. This confirms that the mixing
formation is mainly triggered by the development of initial large-scale Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. The impact of the sgs viscosity is mainly located at the interface between the two fluids,
while elsewhere the laminar viscosity obtained through the real-fluid Chung’s correlation plays
a major role also in the LES.

(a) DNS

(b) LES

(c) LES

(d) LES

Figure 7. Instantaneous fields of molecular (DNS and LES), turbulent and effective viscosity (from left to right and
from top to bottom)
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Conclusions
The ultimate goal of this work was to contribute to a better understanding of high-Reynoldsnumber supercritical flow with large density gradients. An assessment of the proposed numerical framework capability to handle such simulation conditions with multi-species and real fluid
thermodynamics as well as quantitative analysis of the impact of the LES approach have been
conducted. Overall, there is a good agreement of the results with the available data in the literature. Besides, no severe pressure or velocity oscillations were recorded. The filtering approach
does not play an important role on the mean flows; nevertheless differences are visible in the
rms profiles, hence second order moments. This study enables the further development of a
real fluid pressure-based multi-species solver as an open-source code.
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